
Local payroll partners provide expertise and certainty. They 
also bring complexity, with incompatible tech stacks and no 
centralised way to handle payroll updates and analytics.



But what if you could seamlessly integrate all those partners 
and standardize their data in one intuitive platform, without 
ripping and replacing anything?


Limitless technology. 
Painless integration.

Take control of 
your payroll and 
payments.

Get more clarity  
out of your  
global payroll and 
payments.
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I now have full transparency over 
employee data, making it far easier to 
do the payroll. Every time I have a 
question, Papaya is here to answer, 
every time I need insight, it’s there for 
me to find.
Aschta Pana, People Manager EMEA | Datadog

Centralize. Synchronize. Analyze.
Integrate all your data into a single, end-to-end platform, no matter where 

your talent lives or which providers you use to employ and pay them. 



Get the visibility and control that comes with a unified stream of global 
payroll and payments data, without losing your local partners.

All-in-one view: Standardized, error-free payroll and 
payments data show exactly where your global 
workforce and working capital is in real-time.


Robust analytics suite: Get real-time insights with 
dashboards for payroll analytics, contract items, payroll 
change monitor, salary updates and more.


Enhanced control and accuracy

Intelligent Reporting

No ripping and replacing: Integrate your existing 
partners so there is no disruption to existing processes.


See immediate results: Save money, gain efficiencies, 
insights, and control from day one.


No heavy time or money commitment

ROI

Error-free payroll: Drive compliance through internal 
algorithms that validate and verify data accuracy.


Robotic Processing Automation (RPA): Reduce the risk 
of human error with automatic systems that don’t require 
manual intervention.


Ground-breaking AI that’s built for scale

Automation

Use the tools you have with our Integration center: 
Easily integrate existing HRIS, ERP, and expense 
management tools.


Comprehensive data integration capabilities: Connect 
data through APIs or CSV files from any system.


Robust integrations for HR and Finance tech stacks 

Integration

Maximum security: Your data is protected with best-in-class 
security and compliance, meeting SOC 1/2,  ISO 27001, ISO 
27701 and GDPR standards.

Industry-leading financial security

Security

Compliance and Control: RBAC (Role-Based Access Control) 
promotes compliance and control over internal policies. 
Ensure business continuity by creating approval chains that 
prompt the right users to review the data and audit it.


Gain unprecedented insights and 
control with an end-to-end payroll 
and payments platform that 
seamlessly integrates with your 
existing partners.

https://hubs.la/Q01dY-ys0

